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Abstract- Modes of judicial execution of death sentence have to be determined in light of various objective factors like prevailing
atmosphere of the international opinion, international norms and standards, contemporary penological theories and ever
progressing standards of human decency. Diverse and numerous aspects varying from society to society, influenced by the
sacred tradition and culture of that society, its philosophy and history and its sense of moral and ethical values, are the key
determining factors which effect the evolving standards of human decency. This could be clearly understood by taking an
example of countries like South Africa where the punishment prescribed by law for theft is cutting off the arm and for adultery
is stoning to death, there can be no doubt as to the fact that such punishment would be regarded as inhumane, barbaric and
cruel in countries like India, although the same may considered as just, reasonable and appropriate for the crime committed in
other countries. With the gradual passage of time the standards and norms of human decency do vary within the same society as
well. In a progressive society, these standards keep on elevating to higher altitudes. As a result, what used to be regarded as just,
reasonable and appropriate punishment for a particular offence at one point of time may now be condemned as extremely cruel,
barbaric, inhumane and wholly disproportionate to same offence. From a truly humanitarian prospective, the inbuilt
disgracefulness of death deliberately imposed upon a person by his fellows, may make the death sentence highly untenable. This
is where the courts and concerned state authorities come in and demand that if at all the death sentence is to be retained, its
imposition must be with utmost human decency and evolved standards. Although the movement away from brutal and cruel
punishment has been a slow yet steady process.
Keywords- judicial execution, humanitarian prospective, reasonable, evolved standards.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modes of judicial execution of death sentence have to be determined in light of various objective factors like
prevailing atmosphere of the international opinion, international norms and standards, contemporary
penological theories and ever progressing standards of human decency.1 Diverse and numerous aspects varying
from society to society, influenced by the sacred tradition and culture of that society, its philosophy and history
and its sense of moral and ethical values, are the key determining factors which effect the evolving standards of
human decency.2This could be clearly understood by taking an example of countries like South Africa where
the punishment prescribed by law for theft is cutting off the arm and for adultery is stoning to death, there can
be no doubt as to the fact that such punishment would be regarded as inhumane, barbaric and cruel in countries
like India, although the same may considered as just, reasonable and appropriate for the crime committed in
other countries.3With the gradual passage of time the standards and norms of human decency do very within the
same society as well. In a progressive society, these standards keep on elevating to higher altitudes. As a result,
what used to be regarded as just, reasonable and appropriate punishment for a particular offence at one point of
time, may now be condemned as extremely cruel, barbaric, inhumane and wholly disproportionate to same
offence. 4
From a truly humanitarian prospective, the inbuilt disgracefulness of death deliberately imposed upon a person
by his fellows, may make the death sentence highly untenable.5 This is where the courts and concerned state
authorities come in and demand that if at all the death sentence is to be retained, its imposition must be with
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utmost human decency and evolved standards. Although the movement away from brutal and cruel punishment
has been a slow yet steady process.6
The subject of the mode of judicial execution of death sentence has always been quite controversial. To deal
with this controversy, the scholar will be critically examining the history of various methods of judicial
execution carried out in United States of America, analyzing how and why an ongoing mode was substituted by
the other and would also be giving appropriate suggestions connected thereto.

2.

AMERICAN COUNTRIES

2.1.
Historical background
By looking at the history of the United Nations, we observe that the chief mode of execution was hanging. 7 It
was practiced in the middle of the town using a rope over a tree. The main reason behind this practice was the
simplicity of the procedure involved and its deterrent effect upon the society. Hanging as a mode of execution
did not require any modern equipment and facilitated a public punishment in presence of the people affected by
the crime. The two basic tools, i.e., the rope and the tree, were available even in the remotest areas of the nation.
The primary objective was to convey a moral message to all the people along with the deterrent effect.8 Subjects
plotting and planning of committing an offence might hesitate and stop after seeing other offenders hanging at
the other side of the rope. Hangings became well known shows, mostly like sports and human sacrifices in
ancient Rome. Millions of people use to be present to witness some hangings, and authorities delivered
sermons.9 Families with children made excursions to see the human drama. 10 However, this public mode of
execution had its own shortcomings. This practice of execution did not always bring the expected results, as
demonstrated by those who witnessed the execution and reports of pick-pocketers functioning during
hangings.11
Nevertheless, this trend of public hangings accompanied by huge gatherings continued well into the twentieth
century. However, this practice was abruptly stopped in 1890, when New York carried out its first execution
through electrocution.12 The public perception of death penalty was completely changed by the introduction of
this new mode of execution. As the new mode involved completely new technology coupled with the
uncertainty as to the type and amount of current to be used in the process, hence it’s quite doubtful that this
mode was chosen solely with an intent to provide a more dignified and less painful method of death.13
Executions were bought under single roof with comparatively less witnesses. 14
Public perception of death penalty was completely changed with the introduction of electrocution.15 The chief
requirements of this new method were sophisticated machinery, specialized knowledge and careful preparation.
The electric chair executions were no longer public. The electrocutions were conducted within the prison
premises by the officials with their chosen witnesses.16
A shift in the purpose behind death penalty from sending a warning to the community to taking retribution on
the convict was evident with this procedure of execution. In ‘recounting of the history of the American death
penalty’, Mr Stuart Banner pointed out that hangings failed to convey the message intended: “The execution
6
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ceremony, by focusing attention on the qualities of the person being hanged, produced as much pity as
condemnation.”17 Now in electrocution, the most sophisticated and lethal technology was used to put an end to
the convict’s life. “Technology would make the death penalty more humane by making it less human.”18 The
state’s authority was dominating and the convict’s demise was humiliating. The execution was now carried out
behind the closed door with no access even to the prisoners. As electrocution assured to be a swifter mode than
hanging, hence state claimed it to be humane. This method came with an added advantage of not being on
display for everyone to see; hence if anything went wrong (as it frequently did) no one came to know about it.19
After a period of ninety years, with the introduction of lethal injection as a method of execution, the public
perception of death penalty was completely changed. As there was uncertainty as to the continuation of the
death penalty in general, hence this shift was mandatory. It was for the first time in the history of United States
that the Supreme Court halted the executions for a certain period in 1972.20 Ten year moratorium on executions
resulted from the Court’s striking down of all existing statutes on death penalty. 21 As gas chambers and electric
chairs began to appear antiquated and dangerous, hence remained unused. This period was chosen by certain
states to bring in a technological innovation that would on one hand restore the state’s power and balance it
with compassion and dignity on the other.22
2.2.
Challenges faced by earlier modes of execution
No mode of execution was ever found unconstitutional, though the methods did face certain opposition.
However, prior to the introduction of lethal injection, the opposition did not result in delays of more than a few
days.23 Reasons behind the ineffectiveness of such opposition are many. Firstly, the cruel and unusual
punishments clause the Eighth Amendment was not made applicable to the states until 1962.24
Although, the courts did examine various aspects of the modes, but a quick hearing was given falling short of
any major halt to the convict’s execution.
The case of William Kemmler clearly demonstrated how cruel and inhumane the method of electrocution is.
Past three months after his appeal was filed, he was executed on Aughust 6. 25 The Court took longer to decide
whether subjecting a person to electrocution twice constituted a cruel and unusual punishment. The electricity
applied to Willie Francis when he was first placed I the electric chair in Louisiana on May 3, failed to kill him.26
After sending him back to his cell, he filed appeal in the U.S. Supreme Court and on January 13, 1947, the
Court passed the judgment stating that the additional pain to which he was subjected to during a second
electrocution was an unforeseeable consequence of the first attempt, thus did not amount to cruel and inhumane
punishment.27 Four months later, on May 9, 1947, he died in the electric chair.28
It was in 1878, when the Supreme Court in the Utah territories allowed the execution of Wallace Wilkerson by
firing squad.29 Wilkerson was not executed until May 1879, in spite shooting being upheld as a method of
execution by the court. His execution by shooting was severely condemned by public, as was evident by one of
the daily newspapers:
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“The execution of Wallace Wilkerson at Provo yesterday affords nother illustration of the brutal exhibitions of
inquisitorial torture that have of late disgraced . . . the country and which have in some States so shocked the
natural sensibilities of the people that extreme punishment has been abrogated from pure disgust excited by
the sickening spectacles of rotten ropes, ignorantly or carelessly adjusted nooses or inexperienced marksmen.
These disgusting scenes are invariably ascribed to accidental causes, but they have become so horrifyingly
frequent that some other method of judicial murder should be adopted. The French guillotine never fails. The
swift falling knife flashes in the light, a dull thud is heard and all is over. It is eminently more merciful to the
victim than our bungling atrocities, and the ends of justice are as fully secured.”30
However, affirmation by the court of both, the constitutionality of the death penalty itself and the statutes of
some states that implemented it in 1976, also had zero impact on it.31Complaints against the modes of execution
were deemed “frivolous” and looked upon as mere delay tactics.32 However, various cases of grave errors
committed by the state in the administration of death penalty were exposed by the print media. Eventually, the
number of executions dropped and the cases began to be reviewed with great scrutiny. 33
2.3.
Challenges to Methods of Execution of Death Penalty under closer Scrutiny
As the death penalty began declining, a chain of electrocutions in Florida once again raised doubts as to the
constitutionality of a particular mode of execution. It was during the electrocution of Pedro Medina on March
25, 1997, when a crown of foot-high flames shot from his headpiece during the execution.34 Two dozen official
witnesses were gagged when dense smoke filled the execution chamber.35 Though the state was quick in
claiming the incident to be the result of technical fault which could be effectively regularized and corrected, a
thorough examination of the execution procedures was asked by the governor.36
Despite of all this, two years later, on July 8, 1999, Allen Lee Davis was also executed by electrocution in
Florida using a new electric chair. Before he was declared dead, blood started oozing out from his nose and
spread over his chest.37 Justice Leander Shaw, Florida Supreme Court while describing Davis’s execution
noted, “the color photos of Davis depict a man who—for all appearances—was brutally tortured to death by the
citizens of Florida.”38 However, the constitutionality of electrocutions was upheld by the majority of the Florida
Court.39
Ultimately a certiorari was issued by the U.S. Supreme Court to re-examine the constitutionality of
electrocution as practiced in Florida.40 Consequently electrocution as a method of execution was substituted by
lethal injection by the Florida legislature,41 which enabled Florida to continue with the executions.42
Somewhat similar incidents were reported from California, where the chief method of execution was gas
chamber. As a result, gas chamber was held unconstitutional by the U.S. Court of Appeals, declaring it to be
cruel and unusual punishment. 43Eventually gas chamber was replaced by lethal injection as a mode of
execution in California as well.44
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Along the same, Georgia also altered its mode of execution to lethal injection around the same time.45
Lastly in 2008, the Supreme Court of Nebraska held that under Nebraska’s state constitution,46 the state’s sole
method of execution, i.e., electrocution was completely prohibited as it inflicts “intense pain and agonizing
suffering,” and “condemned prisoners must not be tortured to death, regardless of their crimes.” 47
2.4.
Lethal Injections
Lethal injection as a method of execution was far from unusual. Post Furman era this was the most predominant
method of execution. Since the beginning of 2000, lethal injection was used to carry out ninety-eight percent of
the state’s executions.48 It was chosen as a more humane alternative over electric chair and gas chamber.49
Lethal injection changed the perception of death penalty altogether by being more modern and innovative yet
humane. It showed that state could also be compassionate while exercising its control over the subjects.
In this form of execution, convicts were put to deep sleep with lethal injections and were dispatched with much
decorum. The objective behind this form of execution was neither to horrify the convicts or nor meant to be
spectacles. Laws to permit victims’ families to watch the execution along with the defendant’s family were also
passed.50 The state had assurance that witnesses would be reporting an execution resulting into a peaceful death.
However, all the executions did not go smoothly. 51Where the executioners were not able to find the appropriate
vein for inserting IV, were the most worrying cases.52Consequently, it prolonged the whole process which was
otherwise claimed to be more swift and painless resulting into the possibility of having to cut open a convict’s
leg or neck to find a more appropriate spot for the fatal chemicals.53
Such cases rose dilemma in the minds of authority as to whether this cut-down process should be carried out by
non-medical personnel thereby increasing the risk of further mistakes, or by physicians which would raise
immediate ethical concerns. 54Doctors are prohibited by American Medical from participating in such
executions.55
2.5.
Challenges to lethal injection as a mode of execution
Ever since this mode of execution was established in 1977, it was challenged by Defense attorneys.56 However,
most of these challenges were declared as delayed tactics and without merit, hence dismissed.57
Despite this, the controversy associated with this mode moved from boarders to the centre with the
advancements in the science of anesthesiology and growing condemnation concerning the use of the typical
three-drug cocktail by doctor. Judicial cognizance of this matter was taken only after testimony as to the largely
ad hoc and sporadic eyewitness accounts of “botched” executions was added by the medical
personnel.58Moreover, ethical prohibition against doctors participating in executions was reiterated by the
American Medical Association (“AMA”) which was further supported by associations of nurses and emergency
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medical technicians.59Further, it was indicated by the American Association of Veterinary Medicine that the
frequent use of chemicals in lethal injections of humans for the euthanasia of animals was strongly
condemnable.60 Lethal injection discussion was put in a new light with these statements and criticisms. As
doctors started to distance themselves from lethal injection executions, the move casted a pall over the system.
This was quite evident, when the execution of Michael Morales was stayed in California and then tentatively
permitted to go forward only when assurance of presence of two doctors was given by the state to the presiding
judge, to avoid any irregularity and unwanted pain.61 However, both the doctors declined their presence at the
last minute, when it became obvious that they would be more than spectators.62 Consequently, the execution
was stayed and since then no executions have been carried in California.63
As Challenges to lethal injection could also be raised as a civil rights issue, once affirmed by the U.S. Supreme
Court, opened the door for evidentiary hearings and formal discovery of state protocols pursuant to civil suits.
As a result of litigation, the veil covering the state execution procedures in a cloak of secrecy, has been lifted
partially. Consequently, far more problems have been discovered than just the names and dosages of the drugs
being used.
For years, many states have veiled their execution procedures in a cloak of secrecy. That veil has been partially
lifted as a result of the litigation, and courts have discovered far more problems than just the names and dosages
of the drugs being used. Several media sources have extensively reported some of these findings. For instance,
an article published in the Los Angeles Times stated in detail California’s procedures for executions by lethal
injection.
The execution procedures were described as “almost haphazard events,” by the witnesses. 64
The article furnished the following details:
“Lethal injection is performed in a dark, cramped room by men and women who know little, if anything, about
the deadly drugs they inject under extreme stress. . . . After the IVs are set up, the chamber’s heavy, solid steel
door is shut and locked, and the inmate is left alone. A prison employee leans into the door to seal it, an
apparent holdover from the days when the prison had to ensure toxic gas would not escape.”65
After that, the “execution team retires to an adjacent room, where members insert the execution drugs by
syringe into IV lines that run through the wall and into the inmate’s arms. 66The anteroom to the execution
chamber is often packed with state officials, prosecutors and other government visitors.”67
As explained by former San Quentin Warden, Steven W. Ornoski that the anteroom are so crowded that once he
was compelled to ask a doctor to leave.68 In fact, “a nurse working in the jammed room said she had to pass
syringes to an outstretched hand whose owner she could not see. The same nurse said she did not know the
origins of a document with instructions for the drugs. She had simply found it ‘in the gas chamber.”69
On top of this, in order to prevent executioners from being seen or identified by witnesses, the execution rooms
are illuminated only by a red light.70 “A doctor who filled out execution records said the room was so dark he
had to use a flashlight to see what he was writing.”71 Lastly, concern was raised in the article regarding the
59
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functioning of the IV lines. It was further explained by Dr. Mark Heath, a Columbia University anesthesiologist
and expert witness for Morales that the IV bags were hung so high that it was not possible to make sure if they
were functioning correctly.72
As reported by the Associated Press, an examination of Tennessee’s “Manual for Execution” on lethal
injections was full of contradictory directives and mixed old guidelines for carrying out electrocutions with new
procedures.73 The manual contained the following instructions for the prison officials;
“To shave the condemned prisoner’s head prior to an execution, as if preparing him for electrocution, and have
a fire extinguisher nearby.74 To control the voltage flowing to an electric chair, and the facility manager to
disconnect the electrical cables in the rear of the chair before the doctor checks whether the lethal injection was
successful.”75
The said manual was described by the governor as a “cut-and-paste” work.76
Above mentioned incidents and evidences thereof, revealing the incompetence and irregularities on the state’s
part can leave the public with lack of trust and confidence that the execution processes are being conducted with
due care and attention.
3.

MAP REPRESENTING VARIOUS MODES OF EXECUTION OF DEATH PENALTY IN AMERICAN STATES
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4.

AUTHORIZED METHODS IN AMERICAN STATES: TABULAR FORM77

Method

Number of
executions by
method since
1976

Number
of
States
authorizing
methods

Jurisdictions that authorize

Lethal
Injection

1265

33 states + U.S.
Military
and
U.S. Gov't

Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Delaware, Florida,
Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire,
New Mexico*, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Calorina,
South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington, Wyoming, U.S. Military, U.S.
Government.
*New Mexico and Nebraska abolished the death penalty but their repeals may not apply
retroactively, leaving inmates on death row facing possible execution.

Electrocutio
n

158

8 states (all
have
lethal
injection
as
primary
method).

Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Kentucky, [Oklahoma], South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia
The supreme courts of Georgia (2001) and Nebraska (2008) have ruled that the use of the
electric chair violates their state constitutional prohibitions against cruel and unusual
punishment.
UPDATE: In 2014, Tenn. passed legislation allowing imposition of the electric chair if
lethal injection drugs cannot be obtained.

Gas
Chamber

11

5 states (all
have
lethal
injection
as
primary
method)

Arizona, California, Missouri, [Wyoming], [Oklahoma]

Hanging

3

3 states (all
have
lethal
injection
as
primary
method)

Delaware, New Hampshire, Washington

Firing
Squad

3

2 states (all
have
lethal
injection
as
primary
method)

[Oklahoma], Utah

Okla. Gov. Mary Fallin signed legislation allowing the state to use nitrogen gas as a
form of execution if either the drugs for lethal injection are unavailable or if lethal
injection is struck down by the courts.

UPDATE: On March 23, 2015, Utah Governor Gary Herbert signed legislation
reauthorizing the state to use the firing squad in the event that the drugs required for
lethal injection are unavailable. Prior to this, the firing squad was an option, but was only
allowed for inmates who chose this method prior to its elimination in 2004.
Oklahoma offers firing squad only if lethal injection and electrocution are found
unconstitutional.

NOTE: States in [brackets] authorize the listed method only if a current method is found unconstitutional.
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5.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

After a thorough analysis of various modes of judicial execution practiced in United States of America since
inception, the scholar has come to a conclusion that a gradual trend towards humanizing modes which are swift
causing less pain, so that the convict quickly passes into death is observed. As the most predominant method of
execution, i.e., hanging was replaced by shooting, which in turn was substituted by electrocution and gas
chamber. However, ultimately it was lethal injection which was one of its kinds and hence became the sole
method of execution.
Electrocution and gas chamber, both couldn’t stand the test of evolving standards of human decency as laid
down in eighth amendment to American Constitution.
Eighth Amendment provides that a method of execution violates it if it either causes or intends to cause
a) Pain, or
b) Violation of bodily integrity, such as
i)
Mutilation,
ii)
Violence upon the body, or
iii)
Subversion of the prisoner's control over his body.
Although, administration of lethal injections was also not very smooth as it had its own shortcoming. In this
regard, the scholar would like to suggestion the following precautions that the executioners ought to keep in
mind before and while administering the deadly chemicals:
a) In order to take the method of administration of lethal injections out of the scope of medical ethics,
the appropriate authority needs to train persons having knowledge of the medicine and field
connected thereto and provide them with appropriate designation in this behalf.
b) Such trained persons may assist in carrying out the executions.
c) The equipments used and the procedure adopted shall be designed in such a manner so as to keep
the identity of the person administering fatal chemicals unknown even to the person himself
d) The “Manual for execution” on lethal injection must be drafted carefully so that it’s free from any
kind of ambiguity, contradictory instructions and mixed old guidelines.
e) The origin of the document with instructions for the drugs must be kept at correct place and made
known to the person concerned.
f) The IV bags should not be hung so high that it becomes difficult to ensure that they are
functioning correctly.
g) The anteroom to the execution chamber should not be unnecessarily packed with state officials,
prosecutors and other government visitors. Access to this room should be strictly kept only to
those whose participation is a must for completion of the execution process.
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